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South East Regional Inshore Fisheries Forum

Marine Planning and Foreshore Section,
Department of Housing,
Planning and Local Government,
Newtown Road,
Wexford,
Co. Wexford.
Planning Application Reference Number: FS007048
Applicant: Energia Offshore Wind Ltd
Description of Development: Site investigations to inform on possible construction of a
windfarm off the Wexford coast
Location: Minimum 11.8Km off Cahore Point, Wexford

To Whom it concerns,
I refer to the above planning application & wish to make the following observations/
submission in relation to the proposed development.
I wish to acknowledge to engagement with the FLO’s and members of Energia in relation to
this planning application. While it is positive steps in the right direction for engagement and
consultation, and we all know with meaningful engagement you will get co-operation, there
is a long way to go in giving Irelands Fishing Industry an equal footing at the Marine Spatial
Planning table, after all the fishing industry is the biggest stake holder in the Irish EEZ and
has been for generations.
The Fishing activities in the under 12-meter sector are many, and the area they cover is vast,
not to mention the Aquaculture sites. We wish to note that there is confusion in relation to
the various off shore windfarm sites (and applicants) and overlapping areas in the planning
applications, we seek a full list of active sites. Once we receive all the relevant information
pertaining to all applications, we may wish to submit further comments.
At this point we wish to point out we are concerned that the site investigation works of this
project are likely to impact negatively on our industry, but also in the event that the project
is successful in obtaining the necessary permissions and is proceeded with, the impact of

construction of the windfarm and its eventual usage on the seafood industry. The lack of
independently verified reports on the impact of the survey techniques presented to us is an
area of major concern, that we believe needs to be addressed before proper consideration
of this application can be made.
We wish you to know that we represent fishermen and aquaculture sites from Wicklow to
the Youghal Bridge co Waterford. This is the area that we are interested in for active
applications.
On the basis of the above, I trust our concerns will be taken into consideration, and that you
will furnish us with a full list of active sites before you close this application, and afford us
clarification to make informed submissions based on factual information.
Kind regards
SERIFF

Marine Planning Policy and Development,
Department of Housing, Planning, and Local Government,
Newtown Road,
Wexford,
Co. Wexford
or
foreshore@housing.gov.ie.

Today’s date: 03.04.2020
Re: Energia Site Investigation off Wexford Coast

Dear Sirs,
I hereby, wish to formally object to the foreshore licence application, reference number
FS007048.
I am a commercial fisherman who operates on the East Coast of Ireland and I fish directly in
the area of this foreshore license application.
Having read the application my objection is based on but not limited to the following:

The area of the sea I fish within forms a large part of the foreshore licence application. The
application, in no less than 8 (eight) areas, indicates there is a lack of clarity or knowledge of
where the bore holes, vibrocoring etc, will take place. This uncertainty has forced me to
object. I believe this application is premature and that sub bottom profiling along with other
investigatory works (which do not require a licence) should have been carried out in advance
of this blanket foreshore licence application and would have better informed the application
as a whole.
The uncertainty in relation to the location of specific activity poses an unquantifiable risk to
my business, the species I fish and the food web that sustains the biomass. Therefore, it
poses an unnecessary risk to the commercial viability of my business and the jobs that it
creates.
In advance of a license being issued I am requesting that further environmental groundwork
is carried out, as a matter of course, so that other operators in the area, and myself, can
understand the level of impact this proposal poses.
As a business owner I would like to support wind energy as I realise the importance of green
energy. However, I believe, and I hope the Minister will agree, this must be done without
unnecessarily risking other operators of the same space.
I hope the minister will consider my objection and take it into account when making his
decision.

Yours faithfully

Marine Planning Policy and Development,
Department of Housing, Planning, and Local Government,
Newtown Road,
Wexford,
Co. Wexford
or
foreshore@housing.gov.ie.

Today’s date: 3/4/2020
Re: Energia Site Investigation off Wexford Coast

Dear Sirs,
I hereby, wish to formally object to the foreshore licence application, reference number
FS007048.
I am a commercial fisherman who operates on the East Coast of Ireland and I fish directly in
the area of this foreshore license application.

Having read the application my objection is based on but not limited to the following:
The area of the sea I fish within forms a large part of the foreshore licence application. The
application, in no less than 8 (eight) areas, indicates there is a lack of clarity or knowledge of
where the bore holes, vibrocoring etc, will take place. This uncertainty has forced me to
object. I believe this application is premature and that sub bottom profiling along with other
investigatory works (which do not require a licence) should have been carried out in advance
of this blanket foreshore licence application and would have better informed the application
as a whole.
The uncertainty in relation to the location of specific activity poses an unquantifiable risk to
my business, the species I fish and the food web that sustains the biomass. Therefore, it
poses an unnecessary risk to the commercial viability of my business and the jobs that it
creates.
In advance of a license being issued I am requesting that further environmental groundwork
is carried out, as a matter of course, so that other operators in the area, and myself, can
understand the level of impact this proposal poses.
As a business owner I would like to support wind energy as I realise the importance of green
energy. However, I believe, and I hope the Minister will agree, this must be done without
unnecessarily risking other operators of the same space.
I hope the minister will consider my objection and take it into account when making his
decision.

Yours faithfully

__
________

From:
Sent: 31 March 2020 16:38
To: foreshore
Subject: Objection to Energia Site Investigation off Wexford Coast FS007048
Marine Planning Policy and Development,
Department of Housing, Planning, and Local Government,
Newtown Road,

Wexford,
Co. Wexford
or
foreshore@housing.gov.ie<mailto:foreshore@housing.gov.ie>.

Today’s date: 31/3/2020
Re: Energia Site Investigation off Wexford Coast FS007048

Dear Sirs,
I wish to formally lodge an objection to the above referenced application for a foreshore licence.

Irish Mussel Seed Company Limited (IMSC) which is a licenced aquaculture farm
located at
Arklow, County Wicklow. IMSC is licenced by the Department of
Agriculture, Food and the Marine to cultivate and harvest mussel seed from this location. The site
was specifically chosen by IMSC as a direct result of the large larval presence of mussel seed in the
area.

This Energia Foreshore Licence application is a blanket application which covers IMSC's licenced site
entirely.

It is alarming that this was permitted to be published by the Department of Housing, Planning and
Local Government given that that the area they propose for their activities covers and applies over
all pre-existing and licenced activities in the area, including IMSC's aquaculture site.

As an operator in the area, I am directly impacted by the Department’s instruction to Energia to
publish this licence application in this format. As a direct result of this application and the way in
which it has been published as a blanket application, IMSC has already suffered damage.

Because IMSC is a start-up company, it would be generally understood that attracting investment is
paramount to the success of the business at these initial stages. Since being licenced by the DAFM in
summer of 2019, IMSC has been working intensively on this part of the business.

Our investors immediately viewed this application as a specific risk in terms of their proposed
investment in us and rescinded their offer of a sizable investment. Stating that the impact is
currently unquantifiable. The truth is they are right. Without an Environmental Impact Assessment
Report, the impact cannot be quantified. This risk revolves largely around the amount of uncertainty
that exists in relation to the Foreshore Licence application itself. The Energia application refers, in no
less than eight (8) sections, to a lack of clarity or understanding on the part of Energia as to the
specific locations of the boreholes, vibracoring and test sites. This is completely unacceptable,
particularly when the work needed to decide where the proposed activities should be carried out
can, and should, be done in advance of applying for a foreshore licence. This preliminary work does
not need a licence at all.

I must point out and put you on formal notice of the fact that, at no time, did Energia contact me
directly in relation to this proposed application or notify me they were publishing. The indication to
me was as part of a short presentation to the South East Regional Inshore Fisheries Forum of which I
am a board member and wherein I was not notified of publication. My objections were made clear
on that day and were awaiting response. Upon being made aware of the publication of this
application I immediately contacted Energia and discussed the matter in depth. I asked why this
preliminary work was not done in advance and they responded saying there was no point in
investing in this work if they were not sure they would get a foreshore licence to begin with. Surely
this is the wrong attitude to have if you are serious about investigating the potential of a site. This
lax attitude is particularly flawed and, I would say, unlawful, when the proposed works may have a
clear impact on other sea users. In stark contrast, when applying for an aquaculture licence, the
applicant must carry out all investigatory works before a foreshore and aquaculture license can be
applied for. When carrying out site investigations or planning a site location, the applicant is not
permitted to take up an area which is occupied by another operator or an area which would impede
the work of another operator. This is the only ethical and fair way to share our national marine
resources. Therefore, it is frustrating to note that Energia is being allowed to ignore all existing
marine users and publish a blanket coverage licence application.

It is critical that the Department notes Energia has not considered appropriately the impact they
could have on other operators from the environmental, social and economic perspectives and when
notified of impact are permitted to continue with their licence application.

Separately, this application is for an area which already has an investigatory licence granted – as a
licence was granted to Hibernia (ESBI) in the Kilmichael to Arklow area in 2018. Within that
particular application, there were 80 Grab Samples, 200 Core Samples, 200 Cone penetration
Samples, and a further unidentified amount of grab samples and other testing to be determined.
Surely, both licence applications cannot be granted for the same site twice and at the same time?
And how can both applicants be allowed to conduct activities through, over, under and across an
aquaculture site? In the Energia application, when asked to describe any other projects or plans for
the area, anticipated or developed, in combination with this proposal, that may have significant
effect on a Natura 2000 site, Energia responded as follows:

All surveys and site investigation work proposed as part of this application are outside any
designated Natura 2000 site. The Arklow Wind Farm Phase 2 site borders the north-eastern edge of
the proposed wind farm area. It is not known what surveys are planned as part of the Arklow Phase
2 expansion or when they might be carried out. Hibernian Wind Power have a site investigation
Foreshore licence which overlaps the northern section of the proposed wind farm area and most of
the proposed cable route corridor. Their application stated that the geophysical and geotechnical
surveys would be completed in 2018 and therefore will not overlap with the proposed Energia
surveys. There are no other known projects or plans for the area, anticipated or developed that in
combination with this proposal, could have a significant effect on a Natura 2000 site.

Having spoken with Hibernia, they were clear that they have not yet begun their site investigation
and do not yet have a clear timeframe for their works to begin. However, they are permitted to
begin work whenever it suits them within five years from their licence being issued. Therefore, both
the already licenced Hibernia licence and the current proposal from Energia must be looked at in
terms of their cumulative impact. The required cumulative impact assessment must not only be
conducted on an environmental level but also identify, consider and assess the social and economic
impacts of their proposed activities. There is a large amount of the Irish sea being utilised or licences
applied for by Wind Energy. Having recently attended a Wind Energy specific Marine Spatial
Planning meeting, it was clear that the lack of engagement with, and understanding of, existing
marine users and their activities by wind energy companies is frustrating existing sea users.

This is the second foreshore licence application applied for directly over my site. It is noted that
Energia was specifically advised to consult with my company in advance of an application by the
DAFM, yet they failed to do so. All Energia needed to do was remove IMSC’s site and surrounds
from their foreshore application, guarantee there will be no environmental impact on mussel larval
presence in the Irish Sea, particularly within a distance from IMSC's site, and to refine their proposal
to identify specific locations for their investigations. Should Energia have effectively consulted with
IMSC this would have been made clear. As it stands that has not happened. IMSC has been
impacted and in the interest of fairness and ensuring one activity is not prioritised over others this
must not be allowed by the department of Housing, Planning and Local Government to continue.
The aquaculture industry is relying upon the Department of Housing to create a Marine Spatial Plan
that is just, fair, transparent and integrated. This application is an example of how MSP should not
operate and the impact of which could be avoided.

I had verbally given my objections to this application to Energia over two weeks before the
application was published by the Department. However, although Energia were aware of my
existence and my objections, they did not contact me, and I did not receive any response from
Energia over that 2-week period. Therefore, I was shocked to see this foreshore application
published.

If the Minister grants this foreshore licence application, it will cause severe material damage to my
company and the companies who will rely on the seed we produce. The purpose of stakeholder
engagement is to ascertain conflict of interest in terms of marine space and minimise this conflict.
Energia are receiving legitimate concerns, both in writing and verbally, which identify both ecological
and spatial and economic conflicts, yet they have chosen to ignore all legitimate concerns and are
continuing with unaltered plans or, at best, ignoring all stakeholders. Instead they are opting to
receive all concerns through the platform provided by this application of the Department of Housing,
Planning and Local Government and accept that the department will put conditions on the granting
of the licence. However, this will not solve the problem of not specifying the locations of tests nor
will it quantify risk individually or cumulatively and is therefore, not the answer in this case. Energia
provided an email to IMSC to say that they will exclude IMSC's licensed area from their investigations
but this was too little too late. Too little in that it does not quantify risk and to late in that Energia
had already published their blanket application. This email did not sway the minds of our investors
and certainly cannot be seen as mitigation of damage or impact since the damage continues.

Energia’s high-handed attitude and behaviour does not auger well for how they will behave if they
get this licence. I am also very concerned that such behaviour from a company who wish to be
licensed to utilise such a vast area of the Irish sea, will frustrate existing marine users and lead to
widespread objections to what might otherwise be necessary and legitimate applications for wind
energy activities.

Under European Union regulation, where a decision to licence marine space is requested and in the
absence of definitive environmental evidence, Ireland and indeed all European countries must apply
the Precautionary Principle. I am therefore, requesting the Minister to refuse to grant this foreshore
licence application at this time. If and when empirical evidence is produced that proves a reduced or
tolerable risk to other sea users, then, and only then, should this licence application be revisited.
However, given the fact that this particular company cannot evidence that their works will not cause
ecological harm, and given the fact that the specific locations of their activities are not sufficiently
outlined at this time, and given the fact that they have failed or refused to avoid or mitigate the
adverse impacts of their activities, this licence application should not be granted.

Separately, Energia’s lack of understanding of other users, even within their own sector, supports my
finding of inadequate preliminary investigation and understanding of the existing use of the space
they are applying for. This represents a very dangerous approach to how Ireland intends to regulate
its surrounding waters in this uncharted territory of Marine Spatial Planning. While commercially
focused businesses, such as Energia, may have no difficulty in flouting EU law, the Irish government
cannot be seen to adopt the same attitude.

I hope my concerns will be noted and reflected in the decision of the Minister and that Energia will
adopt the standards and procedures required for other marine applications and revise their ultimate
application accordingly. This might help this industry view stakeholder engagement as more than a
'tick box' exercise. The best outcome from IMSC's perspective is one where Energia are refused

their application at which point the risk is removed and our investors are willing in those
circumstances to proceed.

Yours faithfully

Irish Mussel Seed Company

________________________________________
From:
Sent: 06 April 2020 16:42
To: foreshore
Subject: Objection to Energia Site Investigation off Wexford Coast FS007048
Today’s date: 31/3/2020
Re: Energia Site Investigation off Wexford Coast FS007048

Dear Sirs,
I wish to formally lodge an objection to the above referenced application for a foreshore licence.

I am a local County Councillor for Arklow Municipal District. I also sit on the Maritime Business
Development Committee of Wicklow County Council and have a keen interest in the protection of
our marine environment and the future potential aquaculture and fishery economy off the Irish
Coast.

One of our Arklow start up companies is the Irish Mussel Seed Company Limited (IMSC) which is a
licenced aquaculture farm located at Kilmichael Point, Arklow, County Wicklow. IMSC is licenced by
the Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine to cultivate and harvest mussel seed from this

location. The site was specifically chosen by IMSC as a direct result of the large larval presence of
mussel seed in the area.

We also have in the pipeline an international conservation project Native Oyster Reef Regeneration.
http://norri.ie/ which will require extensive areas of sea bed also.

Together with the above projects Wicklow County Council its developing its Maritime Tourism
economy and a ‘Bray to Dungarvan Blueway ‘ which will open up many business opportunities for
our maritime economy.

While I understand Energias need for Site Investigation off the Wexford Coast I think that it is
imperative to ensure that all stakeholders play a part in the Marine Spatial Planning of the Irish
Coast. Good planning whether on land or sea maximises our economic potential . There is enough
space for all stakeholders going forward if the right planning guidelines are put in place and enforced
but until such a time that we have a comprehensive Marine Spatial Plan that provides for that we
must postpone any such investigative works on our East Coast .

We need the Marine Spatial Plan in place prior to giving permission for any more Offshore
Windfarms so for that reason I am not in favour at this time of any investigation license being
granted.

I have attached

letter of objection which I fully support.

Many thanks,

Arklow Municipal District

________________________________________
From:
]
Sent: 02 April 2020 20:23
To: foreshore
Subject: Objection to planning on energia site investigation off wexford coast

Marine Planning Policy and Development,
Department of Housing, Planning, and Local Government, Newtown Road, Wexford, Co. Wexford
02/04/2020
Re: Energia Site Investigation off Wexford Coast
Dear Sirs,
I hereby, wish to formally object to the foreshore licence application, reference number FS007048.
I am a commercial fisherman who operates on the East Coast of Ireland and I fish directly in the area
of this foreshore license application.
Having read the application my objection is based on but not limited to the following:
The area of the sea I fish within forms a large part of the foreshore licence application. The
application, in no less than 8 (eight) areas, indicates there is a lack of clarity or knowledge of where
the bore holes, vibrocoring etc, will take place.
This uncertainty has forced me to object. I believe this application is premature and that sub bottom
profiling along with other investigatory works (which do not require a
licence) should have been carried out in advance of this blanket foreshore licence application and
would have better informed the application as a whole.
The uncertainty in relation to the location of specific activity poses an unquantifiable risk to my
business, the species I fish and the food web that sustains the biomass.
Therefore, it poses an unnecessary risk to the commercial viability of my business and the jobs that it
creates.
In advance of a license being issued I am requesting that further environmental groundwork is
carried out, as a matter of course, so that other operators in the area, and myself, can understand
the level of impact this proposal poses.
As a business owner I would like to support wind energy as I realise the importance of green energy.
However, I believe, and I hope the Minister will agree, this must be done without unnecessarily
risking other operators of the same space.
I hope the minister will consider my objection and take it into account when making his decision.
I spend the majority of the year fishing whelks in the south areas of the proposed site, I own/skipper
the fishing vessel '
and also own fishing vessel
'.
Any disruption to our fishing would have a serious impact on the livelihoods of both myself and the
crew members fishing with me.
The proposed site for where the windfarms would be put would be catastrophic to our fishery, there
is already a minimal amount of room currently for the number of boats fishing this area therefore
any disruption would prove to be a major financial upset.

Yours faithfully

Kilmore Quay

Wexford

Marine Planning Policy and Development,
Department of Housing, Planning, and Local Government,
Newtown Road,
Wexford,
Co. Wexford
or
foreshore@housing.gov.ie.

24th March 2020
Re: Energia Site Investigation off Wexford Coast

Dear Sirs,
I hereby, wish to formally object to the foreshore licence application, reference number
FS007048.
I am a commercial fisherman who operates on the East Coast of Ireland and I fish directly in
the area of this foreshore license application.
Having read the application my objection is based on but not limited to the following:
The area of the sea I fish within forms a large part of the foreshore licence application. The
application, in no less than 8 (eight) areas, indicates there is a lack of clarity or knowledge of
where the bore holes, vibrocoring etc, will take place. This uncertainty has forced me to
object. I believe this application is premature and that sub bottom profiling along with other
investigatory works (which do not require a licence) should have been carried out in advance
of this blanket foreshore licence application and would have better informed the application
as a whole.
The uncertainty in relation to the location of specific activity poses an unquantifiable risk to
my business, the species I fish and the food web that sustains the biomass. Therefore, it
poses an unnecessary risk to the commercial viability of my business and the jobs that it
creates.

In advance of a license being issued I am requesting that further environmental groundwork
is carried out, as a matter of course, so that other operators in the area, and myself, can
understand the level of impact this proposal poses.
As a business owner I would like to support wind energy as I realise the importance of green
energy. However, I believe, and I hope the Minister will agree, this must be done without
unnecessarily risking other operators of the same space.
I hope the minister will consider my objection and take it into account when making his
decision.

Yours faithfully

_______________

Ballycanew Gorey Co Wexford

________________________________________
From:
Sent: 02 April 2020 20:44
To: foreshore
Subject: Planning objection to Energia survey off Wexford coast
Marine Planning Policy and Development,
Department of Housing, Planning, and Local Government,
Newtown Road,
Wexford,
Co. Wexford
or
foreshore@housing.gov.ie<mailto:foreshore@housing.gov.ie>.

Today’s date:
Re: Energia Site Investigation off Wexford Coast

Dear Sirs,
I hereby, wish to formally object to the foreshore licence application, reference number FS007048.
I am a commercial fisherman who operates on the East Coast of Ireland and I fish directly in the area
of this foreshore license application.
Having read the application my objection is based on but not limited to the following:
The area of the sea I fish within forms a large part of the foreshore licence application. The
application, in no less than 8 (eight) areas, indicates there is a lack of clarity or knowledge of where
the bore holes, vibrocoring etc, will take place. This uncertainty has forced me to object. I believe
this application is premature and that sub bottom profiling along with other investigatory works
(which do not require a licence) should have been carried out in advance of this blanket foreshore
licence application and would have better informed the application as a whole.
The uncertainty in relation to the location of specific activity poses an unquantifiable risk to my
business, the species I fish and the food web that sustains the biomass. Therefore, it poses an
unnecessary risk to the commercial viability of my business and the jobs that it creates.
In advance of a license being issued I am requesting that further environmental groundwork is
carried out, as a matter of course, so that other operators in the area, and myself, can understand
the level of impact this proposal poses.
As a business owner I would like to support wind energy as I realise the importance of green energy.
However, I believe, and I hope the Minister will agree, this must be done without unnecessarily
risking other operators of the same space.
I hope the minister will consider my objection and take it into account when making his decision.

Yours faithfully

________________________________________
From:
Sent: 03 April 2020 14:50
To: foreshore
Subject: Wind farm
Marine Planning Policy and Development,
Department of Housing, Planning, and Local Government,
Newtown Road,
Wexford,
Co. Wexford
or

foreshore@housing.gov.ie<mailto:foreshore@housing.gov.ie>.

Today’s date: 03/04/2020
Re: Energia Site Investigation off Wexford Coast

Dear Sirs,
I hereby, wish to formally object to the foreshore licence application, reference number FS007048.
I am a commercial fisherman who operates on the East Coast of Ireland and I fish directly in the area
of this foreshore license application.
Having read the application my objection is based on but not limited to the following:
The area of the sea I fish within forms a large part of the foreshore licence application. The
application, in no less than 8 (eight) areas, indicates there is a lack of clarity or knowledge of where
the bore holes, vibrocoring etc, will take place. This uncertainty has forced me to object. I believe
this application is premature and that sub bottom profiling along with other investigatory works
(which do not require a licence) should have been carried out in advance of this blanket foreshore
licence application and would have better informed the application as a whole.
The uncertainty in relation to the location of specific activity poses an unquantifiable risk to my
business, the species I fish and the food web that sustains the biomass. Therefore, it poses an
unnecessary risk to the commercial viability of my business and the jobs that it creates.
In advance of a license being issued I am requesting that further environmental groundwork is
carried out, as a matter of course, so that other operators in the area, and myself, can understand
the level of impact this proposal poses.
As a business owner I would like to support wind energy as I realise the importance of green energy.
However, I believe, and I hope the Minister will agree, this must be done withoutunnecessarily
risking other operators of the same space.
I hope the minister will consider my objection and take it into account when making his decision.

Yours faithfully

_______________

